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An epic short story collection“Storytelling is an art form I learned from my Mother and my

Grandmother, both who were very well renowned storytellers amongst California Indians.

There are 3 sub-sections to the book - short stories, poetry, and critical essays. Each of

thesections, while in different narrative formats, are all part of the same story - told 3 different

ways. It is my introspection - my attempt at an explanation to the shifting dynamics of Neo-

colonialism. It is my story of living Indian, trapped bythe cascading harshness of Western

Modernity” - Dr T. Weighill
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PublishingForeword IThe essence of Dr. Tharon Weighill’s collection embodies the noble art of

storytelling. It is his voice which offers a contemporary Native American perspective,

completely new and unabashedly honest. It will raise the awareness and consciousness of

society and ultimately, our world as a whole. It will have us think about our own part in the

business of cultural appropriation. It will definitely spark the interest of the reader in offering a

new narrative of some of the economic, environmental, and social challenges faced by today’s

Native Peoples. His introductory stories are colored by the language of the modern day

wanderlust; lover of ocean, tides, moon, sea, coastal, and eastern mountains. It is this shape

shifting of language and of the unfamiliar perspective model of storytelling that adds a

refreshing dimension to these tales.The collection begins with a narrative of the Genesis of

“The Chumash”; the birthing of a people, a culture, and its ideologies. Incorporating Chumash

language, this story includes characters both human and non human, of spirit animals and

shapeshifters. It then leads us into the dialect of the modern day indigenous with the tale of

Muptimi. Though narrated in English, it is sprinkled with language of the Chumash and

Spanish. This Gonzo style tale has us hanging out up close and personal in the sleeper van

with the Dr. surfer and drifter as the cops bang on his window, rousting him to move his vehicle,

threatening him with a fine for parking on his own peoples’ land. It is the story like this one,

which gives readers an insider’s frame of reference to the unspoken plight of indigenous

encounters in contemporary times. Its candid tone is refreshing. This collection offers the

reader a new perspective of a one-sided tale we all know too well. There is the story of the 225

years after colonization; a tale too ugly to be told, which will offer the reader a different

perspective from the clean and tidied K-12 history anthologies; texts which feature the

California mission experience as sanctuaries for the savage Native Peoples of the western

coast.Native American history, in particular that of the west coast land of the “Chumash” has

been sugar coated to fit a young child’s bedtime story. My own children, who attended K-6

parochial school, and who presently attend public school on the central California coast, are

taught about the beneficial influence the California Mission priests had on the Native

Peoples. Missions were beneficial in providing the First Peoples with better lives, and

presenting them with employment opportunities, our children are taught. Missions fed them,

housed them, and taught them a new language, helping them to navigate the modern world

that was forced upon them.In Alalnuw you will read about a rebel native who had experienced

enough of the stripping of his people’s culture. Such a truth, you will not learn about in

standard published texts about the history of the missions of the Pacific coast.As a historian,

cultural anthropologist, seeker of realms unseen, and both a direct descendent of, and raised

by, Lakota Sioux and Chumash elders, Dr. Tharon Weighill forthrightly offers his experiences



through story form in his own voice, and so his written words shift from dialects and influences

of west and midwestern Native American, Spanish, and the language of academia. Dr.

Weighill’s unorthodox manner of narration is a welcome change of interpretation. His voice is

not confined by the protocols of academic language, nor is it sculpted to fit the formulaic

western version of story; to have a beginning and an end. The story never had a beginning so it

could never have an end, he shares. And he’s here to tell us some stories which have been

conveniently shoved under the rug as dirty little secrets of our sad culture of colonization. After

all, having knowledge of and pride in one’s own culture is a threat to the oppressor. This

collection is his response to the reparations that have never been made for the horrors of

colonization of the Native Peoples.As a fellow surfer of the Chumash region I have come to

know Tharon in the water, and even prior to that, at a sunrise prayer circle that he facilitated at

Rincon cove in response to the 2015 oil spill off the shores of Refugio, a remote area just north

of Santa Barbara. And now, after reading this collection, I am honored to know him in a new

light, that of scholar, educator, storykeeper, and conduit of positive change in humanity through

reflection and growth of the individual, both in awareness and in action. Immersing yourself in

these stories will shift your perspective in an enlightening way of the history and ongoing tales

of First Peoples.Nancy Teresa MasseEnglish Teacher SBUSDBA, English Literature UCSBMA

Ed. Pepperdine UniversityForeword III first met Dr. T Weighill in 1998 at a California Indian

conference, where he spoke about storytelling and danced as head captain of a Chumash

Swordfish Dancers group. Awed by what he was saying and doing, in words and in dance, I

asked if he’d be willing to speak to a class I was teaching at UC Berkeley. Some of the insights

he dropped, in response to students’ questions that day, stay with me still: about how

vegetarians who eat plants also are sustained off of other beings’ lives; about how as far as he

knows, we are all “Indigenous” to this planet since so far at least he hasn’t met anyone who

comes from the moon.The next year, I cajoled him into joining the Ph.D. program then called

“Dance History and Theory” at UC Riverside. Over the next six years, I had the privilege of

working alongside him as his advisor (my first Ph.D. student) and professor, watching him

navigate the currents of academia while pulling the powerful depth of knowledge and

embodied experience he holds in California Indian (and other Native American) dance and

theory into every stroke he took.One of the challenges he faced was how to write about the

history and knowledge held and articulated in California Indian dance? How to communicate,

in words, what he’d experienced, researched, and (honed via his training in anthropology,

Native studies, and critical dance studies) so deeply perceived in the dancing he knew?What if

he were to write his doctoral dissertation as a story? With massive and hefty footnotes, to

speak back to academe?What you have before you is not the doctoral dissertation Dr. T wrote

in 2004, brilliant as that was.It’s even better.Here is the thing about spending time with Dr. T

and his thinking: he has such gems of perception, and knows so much, that the insights he

flashes will crystalize what you’ve yeah-that’s-so-right-on kind of always thought. Or they’ll give

you a way of seeing what you’ve never known. Or they’ll provoke you to think more about what

you thought you knew, from a different, more profound, perspective. Whatever way, chances

are they will stay with you for decades.The Indian on the Moon tells trickster stories of

“Aboriginal” life on present day planet Earth. Sometimes the stories are told as old-time Coyote

stories taking place in the present day; sometimes as personal essays; sometimes as poems;

sometimes as scholarly treatises; sometimes as exclamations of love for other Native artist-

intellectuals. In whatever form, they address the layers of resistance and resilience in the face

of ongoing ridiculosities of racist coloniality that everyday Native peoples face every day. They

hold depth of knowledge and history that has not usually, or not as strongly, or maybe not ever,



been written out and told. And it unpacks the reasons why.It is, in these ways, a deeply

necessary book, full of beauty, sensuality, humor, anger, outrage, and realness. It takes real

issues, real histories, real controversies with real consequences (this book will raise some

hackles I’m sure), full on.“You expect me to take my colonization sober?” asks Hahashka,

lighting up a bud of Mishma, before dancing at sunrise on the beach, after being busted for

sleeping on his own ancestral land by the Cromags in blue. “Cchumashia is the purposeful

political disarticulation of cultural material intended as a strategy of low intensity warfare on the

Aboriginal Peoples of the land,” writes Weighill, outlining the invention of what he calls

“Cchumashia” by a gaggle of anthropologists and land developers high on the work of J.P.

Harrington, despite its limited scope -- and the Native families, and claims to land, they wield it

to discount. It recounts stories of historical resistance to various colonizing encroachments, like

the multiple times elders, at the turn of the 18th century, burned the missions down. It tells of

the current-day disrespect, and physical, verbal, discursive, and emotional violence enacted on

Weighill’s family members during a multi-year unraveling of two New Age “Lakota” Sun Dance

Charlatans’” claims to authority. It seethes at how “the average ignorant Amerikkkan projects

onto us the barbarous history of genocide” –and of scalping -- despite the likes of the 15 million

dollar budget –in 1850s dollars – California paid white people to scalp Indians, and the

Massachusetts town statue that commemorates a white woman’s scalping of her 10 Abenaki

captors, even as she wrote in her diary “I am thankful for my captivity twas the comfortablist

time that ever I had.”“The statues are a celebration of the culture of genocide which built

Amerikkka,” Dr. T notes, riffing here and throughout on the repeating, recurring, ongoing,

projects of attempted genocide, and fantasy projections of traceless Aboriginal erasure, that

circulate around him and that have sought to constitute the U.S. as a Nation. And, in his very

writing of these stories that need to be told, in these charged and incisive and beautiful and

witty ways, Weighill outright refuses to let these genocidal projects and projections settle.The

Indian on the Moon, in other words, also tells stories that need to be told of the beauty and

abundance and humor and sensual joys of global, ongoing, Aboriginal life on this planet: the

coffee and bread pudding and crispy fried pinto beans Halashka’s Nana has ready for him; the

yearning attraction he feels for his mate, the creator Pullack’ack, spouting overblown

exaltations of her and of their offspring (to which she retorts , “Look, Hahashka, could we

please not mention the kids? This is my time”); the calming comfort he feels surfing at dawn,

and listening to the thundering resonance of waves crashing against the shore; the divine

reverence Weighill feels in the dance practices he witnesses during the nine months he spent

as part of a team of Indigenous elders at Standing Rock, dances that dozens of visiting

Peoples brought to share, including Native youth dancing hip hop; the power in the “the casting

off of the colonial yoke” all these resilient, multiple, old and young Indigenous bodies in motion

embody; the comfort and connection Weighill feels with stories and books and words,

expressed with particular love for N. Scott Momaday as a cherished literary elder. The Indian

on the Moon tells stories of direct resistance that are erased when “the people are not

empowered to produce their own historiographical presence.” It tells stories of the resistance

embodied in the everyday acts of vibrant ongoing living embodied by “Indians” who (despite

imposed federal categorizations around “blood” and “race”) “have never lived in isolated

vacuum-packed boxes,” but have always changed, always traveled, always mingled. “When

traveling from territory to territory we Indians have always honored certain protocols amongst

ourselves,” Weighill notes. “We exist from one end of the hemisphere to the other and we have

always interacted.” He adds, “there is an Aboriginal presence still here on the lands of good

health the -Smuwich….There was a time before when there was no Chumash. But we have



always been here!”This book also makes clear how central dance, as an ongoing enactment of

“embodied knowledge” and “Aboriginal continuity,” is in these interactions and continuities: “The

gathering at Standing Rock was a gathering of dancing nations,” Weighill writes. Dance, as it

circulates throughout “The Indian on the Moon,” is a historical site and ongoing practice of

Indigenous strength, joy and intelligence, enacting layers of knowledge and insight. In this

book, Dr. T Weighill engages this with the depth of—and beyond that of -- a Ph.D.The Indian on

the Moon is an impassioned, politicized, refusal of colonizing fantasies around “Indians,” as

well as of “Indian” erasure. It is an embrace of complexities and of the way stories enact them,

and an insistence that these be felt and heard and seen. It is a reminder of interdependences --

between visiting humans and time-traveling tricksters and plant beings that sustain as

medicine and nourish as food. It insists on Indian as both an ongoing reality and a colonial

fiction, with fierce tenacity, even when the “Indian” is and isn’t really just or even “Indigenous,”

but a trickster on the moon.Jacqueline Shea Murphy2019PrefaceEvery book or idea has its

progenitors, its circumstances of instigation - its forces of motivation.The Indian on the Moon:

and Other Short Stories of Native American Indian Survival on the Neo Colonial Frontier, has

been the lengthiest undertaking I have ever ventured upon. Though these pages are entirely of

my own distortions and mental voices - organizing my thoughts into a cohesive body of work

has been no easy task.Writing has been both my life passion and nemesis. I came from a very

oral tradition and writing things down was not nearly as important as remembering them.

Remembering things to my elders was actual knowledge, the written word not so much.

Memory seems to provoke great and unending analysis, while writing seemed very finite and

complete.I grew up embodying the memory of my forefathers through stories in spoken word.

When my mother, or my grandmothers, told us bed time stories she did not read them from a

book; they told us of their memories and adventures.Learning the family story was a very

informal engagement and listening was a very active part of the event. When my dad and his

cousins were young children, Leopoldo would gather them up in the buck board, take them up

to the Figeuroa Mountains, and they would camp out there from spring to fall. The Old Man

would have them gather up pine needles in a huge pile and throw a thick army canvas over the

pile and that was their bed for the rest of the time they were out there.During this time the Old

Man taught them all the ways of our forefathers. And in the evening - they would lay down on

the pine needle canvas bed and Leopoldo would tell them stories. There was never a

beginning to the stories my great grandfather told. He would just start where had left off the

night before and none of the boys ever stayed awake long enough to hear the ending of the

story. So the following night he would start where he left off the previous night.My grandmother

Lizzy, his daughter told me that The Old Man said there was never a beginning so there can

never be an end and that is why he told the stories this way. This enkindled my dad and his

cousins to remember the family story. And, that is really the origins of this text - it is in many

ways a story of my family, and because of that, it is really my family I have to thank and

acknowledge first.Without a doubt first and foremost on my list of acknowledgments is my

beautiful brilliant and powerfull mother Kimimila Sapa Wi (aka Martha Rodriguez) - who gave

me the love of story - and taught me the power of language. She encouraged my adventures in

the land of cultural hegemony and was sharply critical of my work (in a great motherly way) - I

welcomed her critical insight.Secondly, I would like to thank my maternal and paternal

grandmothers Lizzy and Consuelo for making me your favorite grandchild. The connection and

stories you gave to me of the past of our People will live on in these pages and your voices will

be remembered. Thank you for keeping me grounded in the roots to the tree of our People.

Because of your stories the People of the Sylyux will never be forgotten; the future of our clans



are in your gratitude. Long live the Rabbit Dancers.No scholar or intellectual is without that one

person who instigated that thirst for knowledge - who inspired the drive of intellectual discipline.

For me that person was Robert Hyde. My adopted grandfather - he was a true renaissance

man.As a toddler I recall sitting with him in his vast library on the House he built on Santa

Barbara’s Salsipuedes St. He had a rock collection that always amazed me and he had an old

typewriter that I still remember playing with. He was an author who gave me the love of

scholarship, the passion of intellectualism. Bobby Hyde stirs in my spirit still every time I write.

He was a powerful figure in my life and he passed away when I was 7 years old. He made a

lasting powerful mark on me in the love of literature and the written word.I became a father at

19 and it has been a beautiful road to walk. I have been given the greatest gifts any man could

ask for in these blessings I call my children. Robert – Shawnna - Tharon Jr. – Nathan - Marcel

– Malik – Alanuw - Ea O’kanani and Natsawi Ku. This book would not have been possible

without you all - you are the motivational force behind this book.Although I have certainly met

my fair share of naturally gifted writers - I am most certainly not one of them. This craft has

taken me a lifetime to master. It has been no easy task learning to write -coming from an oral

tradition. I was blessed by some very bad ass intellectual warriors who for whatever reasons

saw something in me that they took me under their tutelage and turned me into a scholar and a

writer. I am forever grateful to the chair of my dissertation committee Jaqueline Shea Murphy,

and my co- chair Susan Foster. Your contributions to my life went way far beyond my academic

training! I am so very grateful.To my editor, Fern L Rose, who has unremittingly stood by this

project. Even when I’d had enough and was ready to tap out, she pushed me to completion. 19

years it has taken to get this text into publication and without her editing and reediting the

material, this would not have been possible, as I could not have done without her patience with

my horrible grammar and spelling lol. Though she assures me that it has gotten infinitely better

through the years. Thank you very much.I am grateful for Jason Eaglespeaker and

Eaglespeaker Publishing for being brave enough to publish this manuscript and for those who

connected me with him.Long Live the People of the SwordfishPeace to the Nations,Dr. T.

WeighillAbstractThe Indian on the Moon and Other Short Stories of Native American Indian

Survival on the Neo-Colonial Frontier is my art - it is the art of storytelling.Storytelling is an art

form I learned from my Mother and my Grandmother, both who were very well renowned

storytellers amongst California Indians.There are 3 sub-sections to the text - short stories,

poetry, and critical essays. Each of the sections, while in different narrative formats, are all part

of the same story told 3 different ways.It is my introspection - my attempt at an explanation to

the shifting dynamics of Neo-colonialism. It is my story of living Indian, trapped by the

cascading harshness of Western Modernity. The stories, essays and poetry herein are a

collection taken from other academic works I have published in journals and periodicals - some

are from my PhD work for the University of California at Riverside, and some are newly written

works for this text.This is my first attempt at a compilation of works outside my doctoral

dissertation “The 2-Step Tales of Hahashka: Experiences in Corporeality and Embodiment in

Aboriginal California”.In The Indian on the Moon, I continue to deconstruct many of the issues

which I, as a mixed Indian of Chumash and Dakota blood have encountered in my life. By

critically examining within each sub-section of the text the dominance Western Empiricism has

over Native American Indian epistemologies and cosmologies, the text is a trip through

portions of my battle along the journey of this contemporary Indian world.I try and flesh out bits

and pieces of the larger contemporary Native presence by looking at the cultural spiritual and

political battles I have experienced in my time.The short stories section is my attempt to try and

capture a stylized voice, used in the oral Chumash storytelling tradition by my Ina and my



Unchi. I chose the particular familial tales because they are juxtaposed to the dominant

Chumash narrative (which is constructed and controlled by the institution of Othering aka The

Museum of Natural History at Santa Barbara).For me, while it’s important to tell the story in a

particular way - I chose these works to emphasize the content they hold more than anything

else, as they are a method and explanatory model of our presence. These are Ourstory and

not his(story), from our creation to our present - across temporal lines told in traditional voice

these stories - are an antidote to the Harrington notes.Stories were an exercise of memory for

both my mom and my grandmother, an exercise of language symbols and meanings in sound.

There is a fusion between formal and informal language style and grammar through the stories

because that is how my elders spoke. I learned this by years of listening at very informal and

private moments around the kitchen table or in the back yard, at grunion hunts and family

BBQ’s.My cultural education is deep! I have been schooled by many elders from around the

world and although I have a B. A. an M.S. and a PhD from the western academy, nothing

compares to the teaching that the elders who raised me gave to me.These elders had me

engaged at a very young age and I stayed engaged my whole life, from the Ruben Salazar

riots in Los Angeles to the occupation of Alcatraz and the fight at Standing Rock - I was

there.It’s that voice - the activist voice that is within The Indian on the Moon’s critical essays.

These essays are stories of survival- they are a Homage to those of us who survived the

genocide and are alive today. These critical essays are a story - an honoring to our elders

before us who have paved the way for the future. And, it’s their voice that is heard in and

through the Critical Essay section.The text above all else is an account of many tribal

happenings which intersect through the crossroads and threads of our Aboriginal world. I

center my work on the Cchumashian experience because it is the tribe of my enrollment. And,

it’s where I feel the greatest need to affect change -within the Cchumashian tribal construction.

That being said the critical essays are not limited in scope to the deconstruction of

Cchumashia.I wrestle with several issues that many Natives confront daily- cultural

appropriation, resistance, spiritual predators, and the paradigmatic bond between identity /

dominance / knowledge / colonization.The poetry section is not as large as I would have liked it

to be, but, it is an art that I am just now breaching. The stories in the poems are the emotional

measure of memory. They are the recounting of my wonder and awe in memory of certain

events and Peoples.The Old Man is a story of my first and only meeting with my great

grandfather and grandmother. Like the rest of the poems it’s my preservation of that emotional

memory. Poems require engagement to the preciseness of words, and that preciseness

instigates thought, and thought is powerful-knowledge power.Words, as N. Scott Momaday told

us construct our polyverse, use them wisely use them well. Without words we fail to

exist.Poetry reminds me that we are entirely made of words in exactness.In summation, this

text is an honoring to my hero and mentor Natche' Scott Momadate’- Rock Tree Boy, Tsoai

Talee.Through stories of Momaday I learned to refine the art of writing a story from wonder to

conclusion. The text is my attempt at making sense of this place that now exists on the bones

of my ancestors.It is my attempt to make sense of the intra and inter-tribal conflict - to make

sense of that lack of presence with in the national narrative - of our absolute erasure - of the

veracity in the tale of the theft of our land and the genocide of the ancestors.It is my look into

my memory - my world.In the Days after Chinichnich“To tell a story in the proper way, to hear a

story in the proper way – this is a very old and sacred business, and it is very good. At that

moment when we are drawn into the element of language, we are as intensely alive as we can

be; we create and are created… We have no being beyond our stories. Our stories explain us,

justify us, sustain us, humble us, and forgive us. And sometimes they injure and destroy us.



Make no mistake we are at risk in the presence of words. Perhaps the greatest stories are

those which disturb us, which shake us from our complacency, which threaten our well-being.

Our spirits are appropriately buoyed by story. Children delight in stories, which excite the

imagination, whether they disturb the peace of mind or not. Stories sometimes are informed

with great delicacy and wonder. We are shaken and soothed in turn by stories.” Tsoai-Talee,

Man Made of Words, 1997“The story never had a beginning so it can never have an ending.”Dr.

Darrel “Babe” Wilson, The Morning the Sun Went DownThe day had been long and hot, just as

one might expect of early summer in Southern California. The air was hot and dry, and there

was so much dancing going on that the earth on the dance floor turned into finely powdered

dirt, causing pillows of dust to explode beneath the Hahashka’s bare feet. The dust had gotten

into his nose as he was moving around the arbor, so he began shaking his head about and

snorting, desperately trying to get the dust out - to no avail.Hahashka had been dancing hard

all day and was ready for some food and drink, complimented with a nice respite at the edge of

the Sylyux, waiting, while Chi’chiao prepared his entrance. Walking over to the food line,

Hahashka smiled with thoughts of how strong the dance had been and how especially honored

he’d felt when early that day, the Coyote grandmothers asked him to lead them into the dance.

However, when he got to the food line and found out that there was no food for him to eat, nor

was anyone going to make arrangements to get him something to eat, his smile quickly

became a snarling frown. Muttering under his breath, the young Coyote expressed his extreme

outrage at the disrespect Teshna’s people had shown him. The emotions stressfully worked

their way down his throat, tightening up his chest and back, finding their resting place in his

stomach - where they churned deep down in his gut, until, in an uncontrollable reaction, his

thoughts jumped from emotions into words. Hahashka began a howl that came bellowing out

for twenty minutes: “What has happened to our people? Have we forgotten to take care of and

respect each other? Dancers are supposed to be taken the greatest care of. The dancers are

supposed to be treated as elements of divinity, because of the sacrifice they make for the

people and because they are the manifestation of the spirit. Most of all - all these venders and

people watching, buying things from the venders would not be here if it were not for the

dancers. There would be no dance without the dancers. How can you not feed us - ALL? I

came and danced hard all day for your clan. Where is your humility and respect - reciprocity!

We are communal Peoples who are supposed to nourish one another. I came and humbled

myself and danced for you, despite the ignorance displayed in your ridicule about my nudity. I

danced on your dirty dance ground all day and humbled myself to do something you should

have done long before any dancers were asked to come here. I picked up broken glass, bottle

tops, and trash from the dance floor the whole day; cut my feet. Everyone wants to have a

gathering but no one is concerned about the dance floor. What were you all thinking about -

obviously not the people - not the dancers! And if the dancers represent the spirits, then

obviously not the spirits ‘cause you can’t even feed them! What is becoming of us?” Walking

away from the food line, the Hahashka shook his big fluffy tail, scraping it across the ground in

disgust, causing a big cloud of dust, which settled slowly in the rays of the setting sun. As he

disappeared into the crowd (that had gathered to purchase goods from the venders, and who,

upon occasion, glanced at the dancers in the arbor) Hahashka met up with Snilemun.Still

ranting and raving, he greeted Snilemun, and in an instant forgot all about having not eaten.

“Haku, nephew.” “Haku, Tatta, kutonwon kulupe liya al’alnuw ku?”“No, mijo, I am walking

around right now looking for you. I saw you dancing earlier. You know, I been dancing for 30

years now and though I am old, I am still able to put my skirt on and boogie down a little.

Anyway, mijo, I stopped you ‘cause I saw you and you brought my memory back to when I was



little and I used to see the old ones. They really understood the space of gaining power from

the medicine. I see you have that mijo -that old knowing- like what they used to have.”“Tani,

Tatta”.“Well, I just wanted to walk over here and find you and tell you that, mijo. Have you seen

this?” showing Hahashka a letter endorsed by the leaders of the Buffalo Dancers which read:

“We the leaders of the sacred Buffalo Dance Society make it publicly known that no more will

we allow the participation of non-First Peoples at any of our sacred Buffalo Society

ceremonies. Furthermore, let it be known that we do not support any dances that call

themselves Sacred Buffalo dances unless one of our Sacred Buffalo Dance leaders is

conferring …” The article went on for some 30 pages, all along the way stating reasons why

non-First Peoples were not to participate. They could attend but not dance. The article read

that the Sacred Buffalo Society was now enforcing a standard on who could dance and who

could not. “Well, Tatta, it’s just like what old Tatta Muhu said all those years ago.”“What’s that,

mijo?”“Well Tatta used to say about all those bone-keepers that were coming around in the

days after Chinichnich. ‘How come it is that everywhere you go, you guys got somebody that

says they’re bone-keepers? I thought that was supposed to be sacred. It’s hard to respect the

bones of your people when they are scattered to the winds and everybody has them, sucking

all their magic ‘till it’s gone. The spirit bones were meant for your clans of First Peoples. And

now, everybody has them. Your spirit bones are scattered yet you threaten us with the

absence of being, memory, our legacy. But, long since before the sky was brown we have kept

our secrets and our bones. Our secrets remind us that we are who we were! The reason you

make threats against us now is because you are afraid yourselves of our secrets and that our

bones are not scattered in the wind -held by those who made the sky brown. We are the First

Peoples; we are supposed to support each other. You support those who made the sky brown

while attacking us. But we are who we were, while you have become them, because they hold

your bones! Our power is unknowable and our spirit bones are one, kept in their ancient

resting-places…,’ Well, it’s just funny that’s all – it’s like Tatta knew they would do this all those

years ago. They are going try to and talk bad about Chi’chiao because he has so many non–

First Peoples at his ceremonies or that he does his ceremony out in the open. It was the

Buffalo Society dancers who let all the non-First Peoples in the dances to begin with. It’s like

when they need the glass trade beads the buffalo people let them come. But when they

realized that the non-First Peoples always want to be in control, the Buffalo People didn’t like it

very much and wanted them out. But once the beads were received and the secrets of the

bones given away, the Buffalo People don’t see that they sold their bones for those beads. At

least that is how those non-First Peoples see it. Besides who are those guys, the culture

cops? I mean, I believe in the integrity of our principles, but I ain’t no culture cop.”“Well, mijo, I

just thought if you hadn’t seen this I would show this to you and see what you think.” Shifting

his body weight from side to side Snilemun fought the effects of 490 cycles on his body. His

big barrel chest drooped a little to his stomach from hunching over and losing control of his

hind legs. Looking at him Hahashka thought, “The respect is inescapable.” There is an

automatic knowing about the elder as though it were merely days from the last time he had

danced, a sort of knowing that compelled the ear to hear and the eyes to see the past - to

travel in time with and through the elder. Watching the elder strenuously prepare to walk away,

Hahashka held a moment in his imagination - an image. 221 cycles ago he had last seen the

elder. Then, he was fluid in his movement. His chest was low to the ground and big, his back

had been straight and strong like the mighty Kuwu. The Snilemun fought hard and knowingly

for many years to have Chi’chiao return. One could tell this - simply by looking at him. In view

of his presence, the battles he spoke of needed no explanation. “Time,” Hahashka thought



quietly to himself and then yelled out to the Snilemun as he was walking away, “the invention of

time, Tatta.”Breathing heavily, the Snilemun turned around slowly, and gasping deeply for air in

between sentences, he howled back at the young Hahashka, “In my memory, I am still - don’t

let the image of time contain you. Cuando kulupe liya noqoq shan-an che-li-nuwi anapa es

cuando you’ll understand, mijo. If I don’t see you for another 200 cycles then we will still be

doing our work. We are responsible for the spirit bones and their secrets.” The Snilemun’s

voice cracked and shifted into a soft monotone whisper, as he realized that Hahashka was

reasonably agitated from the letter. Knowing that the young Earth Coyote was hypersensitive

to the experiences of his clan, the Snilemun had pre-meditatively engaged the Hahashka for

muse. The exhibition and discussion of the paper was the Snilemun’s tactic to incite the

Hahashka so he could find the young one’s vulnerability and later capitalize on it. With his ear

bent to the wind Hahashka heard the elder’s words clearly. Always suspicious of praise,

however, Hahashka sensed the Snilemun was to some extent being disingenuous, though he

truly did not care. And, though he felt that the Snilemun was setting him up for later, he

pursued the elder’s benediction. Besides, as a pup the young Hahashka had witnessed the

elder many times awake all night, keeping Mountain Lion at bay while everyone in the clan

slept - undisturbed. In his prime, the elder had taught the young Earth Coyotes to protect

themselves. Though he now disagreed with many of his positions, Hahashka maintained a

deep sense of honor and respect for the elder’s legacy - a legacy for which Hahashka

possessed keen insight and reverence, having experienced many of those battles alongside

the elder, quietly watching and listening - learning of the old ways, the old way. The elders

used to tell Hahashka when he was a pup, “You have to go around the circle to be here; there

are no short cuts, you must be strong. We must not take it easy on you. If we do, we cheat

you and make you weak. You must learn these things in the old way. The old way is how we

came to the knowing of the secrets of the sacred bones. From somewhere deep down in the

infinite space of Hahashka’s being the words rang, “If it were not for the elder and the others

with him, maybe I would not have this knowing.” These words rang with a certain solemnity,

grounding him in the exactness of his past. He and the elder had taken many journeys. It

seemed to him, though, that the signature of his memory with the elder was not written in the

experiences of the dance but in the battles against those who made the sky brown, just so that

there could be a dance. So, to hear the elder reclaim his memory and display his knowledge,

to witness the elder stage the responsibility for the spirit bones and their secrets delighted

Hahashka as much as it excited a caution in his tranquility. With the hair raised on his nape,

Hahashka puffed out his chest until it was almost touching the ground and respectfully walked

to the elder, to hear more of what he had to say. Realizing the elder was still at his game, both

teaching and tantalizing Hahashka’s emotional memory, the young Earth Coyote maneuvered

with a delicate knowing of the gamble, tactically situating the game himself. In a performative

display of his presence, his big bushy tail stood tall in the air, the muscles on his chest and

shoulders were pronounced with youthful arrogance, while his hips and back stood firm and

agile. Concentrically prancing about, the mastery of his skills was visible in his stature - a

stature complemented by eloquence and the grace of wit. Embodied by a charisma diversely

textured in accomplishments of valor and compassion, Hahashka at once is empowered to

speak with a flamboyant enthusiasm. His recollection of the past is frequently hyper-nostalgic,

captured by the experiential conditioning of his youth. “I remember Tatta …all the

times when we walked across the Smuwich all the way over to the Mittskanakan to meet with

the leaders of Devil Dancers. I remember… the big marches… the Devil Dance riots. I

remember, Tatta… great warriors must be remembered. You helped to teach us that the



Coyote wars did not end with the coming of Chinichnich, that the wars were continuos. You

showed us that we should be strong, because we would be fighting the Devil Dancers for many

cycles to come. As we remember the battles and lessons of Chinichnich, so will we remember

you, Tatta. Your legacy will stand the test of time, a great warrior - with a great story.” There

was a gleam, a smile in the elder’s eyes that seemed to signal approval of Hahashka’s retort to

his game of muse. He recognized himself in the young one, and as he reflected on how truly

grand his past was, the Snilemun became overwhelmed and inflamed with stoic feelings of self-

importance. The Snilemun thought to himself, “The cunning ways of a great hunter, I have

taught this one.” Adjusting his weight to his front legs the Snilemun managed to release the

pressure on his hips, making him dramatically sensitive to the stiffness in his paws. With his

jowls hanging low, tongue flapping out of the side of his mouth, and a half limp, the Snilemun

made his way as close to Hahashka as he could get. Through hard pants and hot pillows of

stale breath and white foamy saliva dripping off the end of his tongue, the old Snilemun,

Crooked-Tale, spoke:“Mijo, this year will be our 210th cycle of the dance on Weeping Women

Mountain. We are going to celebrate the anniversary of Chi’ciao’s return. I would be very

honored to have you there… and your dancers.” The elder handed Hahashka a sheet of paper

with a picture of Young Bear in the center and the dates announcing the exact site of the

gathering on Weeping Women Mountain. Vanishing under the arbor behind the glow of the fire,

the Snilemun withdrew into the comforts of his mate - awaiting Chi’ciao’s entrance.Taking the

paper from the elder, Hahashka walked beneath the ceiling of the arbor moving quietly into the

shadows of the fire, finding a seat next to Pullack’ack at the edge of the Sylyux. An

indistinguishable hum of conversation emanated from the thickening darkness of the

encroaching night. Hahashka and Pullack’ack were occasionally absorbed by the crackling of

ancient melodies sung by the burning oak in the fire, and at times the night stood still in a

deafening silence. As Hahashka and Pullack’ack drifted into the fire, a voice came from the

darkness, breaking the meditation in their gaze. “Mijo, can we sit here?” Turning around to

hear the recognizable voice of an old Xous: “Wansak? Haku, Tatta.”“Hello mijo, how are you?

I saw you dance earlier but I had to go take care of auntie.”“How is she, Tatta, feeling any

better?”“It’s off and on, mijo, thank you for your dances. I told her you were here and dancing

strong all day -that made her smile- you know she really is moved by your commitment to the

dance, mijo.”“Tani, Tatta, I am so honored to have your family’s respect!”Reworking the chairs

around the arbor, Hahashka centered the elder between him and Pullack’ack, imposing a row

in front of the young cubs that had accompanied the elder, forcing them to stand. As the moon

rose in the night sky, the air began to chill and stiffen Hahashka’s rear knees, causing a slight

throbbing through his hips. The pain agitated his sense of comfort, rousing an impatient

wonder, “Why hasn’t Chi’chiao entered the Sylyux?”At that moment, a much younger Earth

Coyote came speeding out of the darkness. Jumping and spinning in midair over the fire,

which stood in the center of the Sylyux, the young Earth Coyote landed on one hind leg bent

low to the ground, with his tail pointed and flared. In a final spin, he created a whirlwind that

splintered off into smaller versions of himself which danced around the arbor. As the dust

settled in the dewy night air, the young Hahashka Proud Shield began to speak: “I have come

here this evening because I am concerned. I have achieved such greatness, and scarcely is

there a person out there who can compete with my grandeur. I have been dancing for 136

cycles as the captain of the northern Hahashka. It was because I am so grand that I began to

dance. I recognized it in myself right away as a very young pup. I knew that I would be as

grand as Chinichnich one day, and now look - why I was only 110 cycles when I first danced at

the Great Buffalo Society dances. I was but a young pup of 115 cycles when I first danced with



the great Chi’chiao at Pine Mountain. At 107 cycles I danced at Weeping Women Mountain.

Scarcely do those come who are as great as I.” Finishing his speech, the Earth Coyote, with

masterful grace, made one final twisting leap into the air, vanishing in the brilliance of the

fire. The chill of the evening grew stronger as the fire began to dim and the moon sat high in

the night sky. Hahashka settled into his chair then slowly glanced at Pullack’ack. There was a

certain splendor added to her ancient beauty as delicate shadows caused by the glow of the

moon and the light sent out by the flickering fire danced upon her face. Looking intently into

the fire, Pullack’ack possessed a memory about her. As he unsuspectingly focused on her,

while she marveled in the fire, her physical memory filled Hahashka with a passion, with a

wanting, with a knowing that set him off thinking to himself: “How many cycles have passed

since the first time I met her on ‘Uwuxumnu. I can still call to mind how she flew over my fire,

singing to me a song so strong that the whole of the mountain shook”.Occasionally the night’s

glow settled on her long enough to indulge Hahashka’s admiration. After the fashion of the

women in her clan, her hair was trimmed tight at the crown and radiated a magnificent red,

falling long in the back to her waist in a black that of the night sky on the last days of the

waning moon. The pearly white underside of her wings could be seen as she adjusted her

perch so that she faced Hahashka more directly, yet still within strong view of the arena. The

blackness in her properly manicured flight feathers gleamed with reflections from the embers of

the fire. The night captured her beauty in a temporal prism, casting antediluvian glimpses of

her face in reflective images of her youthfulness. Both emergent and ancient, her physicality

awakened and embraced his desire. Yes, she still raised the same sentiment in him as she did

in their early days together on Shaking Mountain, an essentializing and incorrigible lust for her

ancient physical beauty.It was her song that first drew Hahashka’s interest. “Her song,” he said

softly into the air of the dark black night. Hahashka was smiling as he watched Pullack’ack; it

was hard for him to think about life before her, especially now that she was such an eternal

element of his recollection. “Her song gave me memory… she sang me into existence that

evening on ‘Uwuxumnu.” Sitting next to Pullack’ack, Hahashka’s chest began to swell with

pride, and at once he was compelled to maneuver into an upright position in the chair. With

her now at ceremony, by his side- her presence excited him to whisper, “It is luxury to be your

mate, Pullack’ack. To take in your greatness is truly luxurious. You have given my dreams

shelter in your wings and emancipated my creativity. And though I am unsophisticated to the

ways of the world, no other could match your beauty, strength and compassion. Our legacy is

written in the memory or our offspring - their character and wit of song you have

cultivated.”Turning toward him her long sharp bill glistening reproductions of the night rainbow

cast from above, she quietly and pleasantly spoke, “Look, Hahashka, could we please not

mention the kids? This is my time.” Her voice had a particular gentility that he recognized as

an unmovable sternness to which he quickly silenced any romantic discussions involving

offspring. “I sang you into existence, Hahashka; of course I love you and support you. I am

pleased that you are so moved by me. To have your admiration in all its complexities provides

a certain meaning to my life, Hahashka. I was sitting here thinking about the time we went over

to help Jumping Mouse put out the fires on the burning mountains left by those who made sky

brown. I was proud to have said I was your mate, Hahashka, when you spoke out so

passionately against the riots, holding your ground - guarding us against the Devil Dancers.

You have always spoken well and wisely in the face of social complication. Oh, Hahashka, I

am equally as infatuated with you in all your silly arrogance. I am still proud to say I am your

mate - as I was then.”The sincerity in her words sparked a feeling of confidence in Hahashka,

moving him to lift his hanging head until their eyes were locked and engaged in the infinite



space of each other’s depths. “I trust, you Pullack’ack.” A commotion at the fire startled them,

breaking the concentration of their gaze. One of Chi’ciao’s helpers was putting wood on the

fire, tossing logs into the center, sending a huge burst of embers projecting high into the

atmosphere. Stoking the fire until it was good and hot, the helper placed the old oak drum at

the edge of the fire pit until its barrel was warm and its hide tight.In the brightness of the fire,

the elder Xous, Wansak, Pullack’ack and Hahashka could see a procession of drummers and

singers entering the Sylyux. Leading the group was the captain, Slo’, flapping his enormous

wings over the ground while covering it with axshpa, weywey smoke and ash from the

elderberry tree. The convoy entered from the east. Passing around to the north of the fire,

each member gracefully spread offerings of axshpa then quietly found their places in the

northern end of the arbor. As the first drumbeat was played and the first echo of lyric rang out

in the nocturnal air, the faint murmurs of conversation quickly silenced and all attention focused

on Chi’chiao, who was poised at the front of his Bears in the eastern entrance to the Sylyux.As

was the custom of their land to express respect, Wansak, Pullack’ack and Hahashka all stood,

as the dancers slowly made their way around the Sylyux. Concedingly, the rest of the

participants under the arbor began to stand. As the Bears finished their first circle around the

arbor, Pullack’ack settled on her perch while Wansak and Hahashka began to sing along with

the drummer: ”Hey ya ma quity hey ya ma quity way. Hey ya ma quity hey ya ma quity a way.

Hey ya ma quity way. Hey ya ma quity way.” As the dancers rounded the western end of the

Sylyux, Slo’ fanned more weywey and axshpa until all the Bears were completely covered in

smoke, then he began to throw elderberry ash on the dance floor. As the smoke began to

clear and the dancers reached the far side, Hahashka noticed Crooked Tail across the arena

and immediately drifted back to his earlier conversations about the letter, which made him think

about the days when he kept the Sacred Buffalo Bones. Hahashka had given the Sacred

Buffalo Bones back to the leader of the Buffalo Peoples because the Bones were not his

ancestors’. Even though the Buffalo Peoples had given the bones to him, and though indeed

the Buffalo Dancers had been a heavy influence in his life, he gave them back. He had stood

by the Buffalo Dancers in many battles against the Devil Dancers, and he remembered that

there were many Buffalo Peoples at the marches to Mittskanakan. Hahashka had always held

a close alliance with the Buffalo Peoples. He had supported them at many dances and

ceremonies, and when they needed medicines such as weywey, axshpa and ishlay, Hahashka

always made sure they got what they needed. When the Liyananush forced them off their

lands Hahashka welcomed them to hunt his. Still, there was something that annoyed him

about the letter, which continued to disturb him.Watching the Bear Dance, Hahashka thought

of his youth when he was adventuring and looking for his power, and of how he had come

across the ancient bones of the Buffalo Peoples. He was much stronger then and he thought,

“to give them back the bones he had been given was the only solution.” Back then, he had

wanted to see the return of Chi’chiao and had wanted to dance with him. He remembered the

days of abstinence and the commitment that freed him from the Liyananush. He had given the

bones the Buffalo Peoples had given him back to them not only as a symbol of respect for their

secrets, but in simultaneity of protest and support. To protest the Buffalo Peoples’ slanderous

disregard for Chi’chiao, he had given their bones back. To support the return of Chi’chiao with

all his energy, he had given the bones back. Sitting poised on his hind legs, head shifting from

side to side, he became lost in the images of his memory.  
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